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In 1941 the English radio 
starts with the V action. 
People in the occupied 

countries was to great each 
other with two fingers 

forming a V and the Morse 
code signal (short, short, 
short, long) was used to 

drive the campaign. 

V-actie Letter 
 
A letter explaining the V actie and objects contained in the 
collection on this action. There are 11 envelopes regarding the 
action 





During this campaign school girls cut out V’s and W’s and dropped 
them everywhere. They were carried by the wind. All these V and W 
cuttings are from Den Haag. The V is for “Vrijheid,”, “Veraad” or 
victory. The W is a double V or stands for Wilhelmina. OZO is for 
“Oranje Zal Oorwin” 





The V was pasted on  walls as posters. 
(Den Haag June 1941) 



Germany hijack the campaign in July of 1941. They use the slogan 
“Viktoria Duitschland Wint voor Europa op alle fronten”  











Metal lapel pin an  orange V 

The V actie was also used by the  Jehova’s Getuigen (Jehovah Wit-
nesses) 



The V-actie was used for various other causes during the war. Also 
OZO was widely used by the people resisting the Nazi Rule 







In August 1941 new  pamphlets for the action from  the German side 
came out. These pamphlets showed Wilhelmina and Russia as one and 
the same thing.  



This booklet were 
brought out on the  31st 
of August 1941. It is a 
“moving  picture booklet” 
showing the rise and fall 
of the “V-actie”. When it 
falls it kills Churchill. 



Britain dropped thousands of Cigarettes from the air. The NSB claimed 
the feat as their own  







Just before the Liberation in 1944 the V-Actie was recalled by the 
Germans. 



Several Newspapers covered the V-actie 

















Just before the Liberation in 1944 the V-Actie was recalled by the 
Dutch resistance as well.  These are some illegal Pamphlets 





In August 1941 new  pamphlets for the action from  the German side 
came out. These pamphlets showed Wilhelmina and Russia as one and 
the same thing.  The resistance hit back by pasting drawn Nazi Russian 
badges on posters and walls. 










